Optimal habits can develop spontaneously through sensitivity to local cost
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Habits and rituals are expressed universally across animal species. These behaviors are advantageous in allowing sequential behaviors to be performed without cognitive overload, and appear to rely on neural circuits that are relatively benign but vulnerable to takeover by extreme contexts, neuropsychiatric sequelae, and processes leading to addiction. Reinforcement learning (RL) is thought to underlie the formation of optimal habits. However, this theoretical formulation has principally been tested experimentally in simple stimulus-response tasks with relatively few available responses. We asked whether RL could also account for the emergence of habitual action sequences in realistically complex situations in which no repetitive stimulus-response links were present and in which many response options were present. We exposed naive macaque monkeys to such experimental conditions by introducing a unique free saccade scan task. Despite the highly uncertain conditions and no instruction, the monkeys developed a succession of stereotypical, self-chosen saccade sequence patterns. Remarkably, these continued to morph for months, long after session-averaged reward and cost (eye movement distance) reached asymptote. Prima facie, these continued behavioral changes appeared to challenge RL. However, trial-by-trial analysis showed that pattern changes on adjacent trials were predicted by lowered cost, and RL simulations that reduced the cost reproduced the monkeys’ behavior. Ultimately, the patterns settled into stereotypical saccade sequences that minimized the cost of obtaining the reward on average. These findings suggest that brain mechanisms underlying the emergence of habits, and perhaps unwanted repetitive behaviors in clinical disorders, could follow RL algorithms capturing extremely local explore/exploit tradeoffs.

Results

We recorded the eye movements of two experimentally naive monkeys as they were exposed to a free-viewing scan task that they
performed during daily sessions across months (Fig. 1). Each monkey was head-fixed and seated in front of a computer screen on which a grid of four or nine green target dots was presented. The monkey was free to move its eyes in any way as long as its gaze remained in the space occupied by the green grid. After a variable 1- to 2-s Delay Scan period, which prevented the monkey from receiving reward immediately, one of the dots was chosen to be the baited target according to a pseudorandom schedule. The start of this Reward Scan period was not signaled to the monkey. Capture of the baited target when the monkey’s gaze entered the target window immediately extinguished the green targets (processing delay, mean 61 ± 61 ms SD). The trial then proceeded through the reward delay, reward, and the intertrial interval (ITI), as illustrated in Fig. 1. Because the monkeys were naïve, to improve performance during initial sessions, behavioral shaping such as gradually lengthening the Delay Scan periods was employed (Methods and Fig. S1), but the monkeys were never given instruction. Both monkeys learned the four- and nine-target tasks, averaging ~70% rewarded trials overall (Fig. S1A). The Total Scan Time was typically 1.5-4 s and contained 7–20 fixations (Fig. S2A–D).

Despite the absence of explicit training on how or whether to move their eyes in the task, both monkeys developed particular repeated patterns of saccades to scan the target grids (e.g., Fig. S2A and B). To examine these patterns, we selected the most frequent “loop” sequences: sequences that began and ended on the same target compiled from a pool of the 20 most frequent fixation sequences across all rewarded trials and sessions (SI Methods). We calculated the percentage of trials in each session that contained each loop sequence. The percentages for the loop sequences were not constant across sessions. Instead, the loop sequences were acquired and dropped throughout the months of task performance (Fig. 2).

To test this conclusion without assuming either fixed-length sequences or deterministic scan patterns that did not account for all saccades (Fig. S2E), we turned to a probabilistic analysis of the scanning behaviors. We compiled for each session the transition probabilities of saccades between all pairs of targets. These transition probabilities were decomposed using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) into positive mixtures of transition components (13). These transition components represent the most explanatory parts of the overall transition patterns (deterministic or not) that could be seen at the level of saccades between adjacent targets.

The results were striking (Fig. 3). The weights of the NMF factors, like the favorite loop sequences, changed over time and were clustered into epochs across sessions rather than being randomly distributed. This clustering into temporally localized epochs exceeded chance, as tested by applying the same NMF analysis on random permutations of the saccade data (P < 0.01, dispersion of permutations test; SI Methods). The NMF analysis thus also suggested that the monkeys’ repeated scan patterns systematically shifted until eventually they settled into particular habitual scan patterns.

We next asked whether reward and cost, key drivers in RL models, could account for the shifts of scan patterns. We calculated reward rate as the number of rewards earned in each session divided by the total amount of time spent in the Reward Scan for rewarded trials (Fig. 4A). Because the energy required by the extraocular muscles to maintain fixation is relatively little in comparison to that required by saccades and these muscles contract in proportion to saccade amplitude (14), we used the mean total distance that the monkeys’ eyes traveled during the Reward Scan per trial for each session as an estimate of the cost of the scanning (Fig. 4B). We also examined other possible measures of cost (e.g., no. of saccades; Fig. S2F) and found all measures to have similar trends (see SI Text for further discussion). Despite the fact that the scan patterns continued to change across the entire experimental time, both reward rate and cost per session reached asymptote early in the sessions. For the four-target task, asymptotic reward and distance were reached by session 9 for G4 in both measures, and by sessions 10 and 20, respectively, in Y4. In the nine-target task, G9 had a relatively steady rate, and Y9 reached asymptote for the final 18 sessions (SI Methods).

These findings appeared to challenge RL models. Both reward and cost evolved to asymptotic levels, yet the scanning patterns of the monkeys continued to change long past the time that these values reached steady state. A further observation, however, suggested that the session averages might not have the resolution to show the effects of changing reward or cost. The scan patterns became more repetitive and habitual through the months of task performance, as evidenced by the steady decline of the entropy of the monkeys’ eye movements (Materials and Methods; Eq 1 and Fig. 4C). These entropy measurements suggested that, if the habitual patterns became optimal or nearly so, the pattern shifts might still conform to RL theory. In the face of the large variability intrinsic to the task, local changes in reinforcement might take over the learning if shifts in the sequences of saccades performed were “local” in time.

To investigate this possibility, we first asked whether the monkeys achieved optimal habitual scanning patterns. We computed the optimal scan path, defined as that which minimized the total distance to obtain the reward in a single trial on average. One simple component of an optimal solution to this task would involve the monkeys not making saccades during the Delay Scan period, when no target was baited. This strategy, however, was apparently not used by either monkey: both performed a nearly equal average number of saccades in the first second and the last second of each trial (Fig. S2 G and H). A second possible optimality would be for the monkey to maximize the number of saccades that passed through, rather than fixated on, targets. The monkeys did not use this strategy either; the percentage of saccades that passed through targets tended to decrease across sessions, not increase (Fig. S2F). Therefore, the optimal realized solution to this task must involve the eyes moving all through the Delay and Reward Scan periods.

During the Reward Scan period, revisiting a previously scanned target did not lead to reward. Thus, the optimal strategy would be to scan the next target exactly once. Given that the onset of the Reward Scan was unpredictable and that there was no evidence of different behaviors in the Delay Scan and Reward Scan periods, we assumed that the monkeys treated the entire period as the reward period. This assumption necessarily means that the optimal scanning pattern was a loop pattern in which each target was visited once before returning to the original target. Among such...
patterns, the one with the minimum total distance should be the optimal policy. This formulation of the scan task renders it similar to the traveling salesman problem, except that in the scan task, some targets could be passed through instead of fixed on, and no explicit instructions about the task were given. Given that there is no efficient computer algorithm for solving the traveling salesman problem, we predicted that the monkeys would not solve the task. Remarkably, they did.

We determined the optimal loop scan patterns that covered all targets once (Fig. S3) by using an exhaustive search algorithm (SI Methods), and then we compared them to the habitual patterns reached by the monkeys. Both monkeys reached the optimal pattern in the four-target task, and monkey G did so in the nine-target task (Fig. 2A–C). Moreover, G9 reached the optimal path after transitioning through the sixth most optimal pattern (Fig. 2C and Fig. S3B, purple path). Y9 gradually approached the optimum by progressively covering more of the targets in the loop sequences, and her final pattern was near optimal, as it was the fifth most optimal (Fig. 2D and Fig. S3B). The monkeys thus not only generated habitual behaviors de novo and without explicit instruction, but also were able eventually to “solve” this task in the most optimal manner.

To determine whether RL was the driving force behind the evolution toward the optimal pattern, despite initial indications from session-averaged data, we performed trial-by-trial analysis of the effects of cost on the changes of the scan patterns. We excluded only initial trials on which behavioral shaping occurred (SI Methods). The analysis was based on the explore-exploit principle central to RL algorithms (1, 15). Fluctuation of the scan pattern from the previous trial was taken to represent exploration. If the monkey was “rewarded” with a shorter scan distance in the current trial (k) than the previous trial (k − 1), the monkey could attribute the success to the differences between the scan patterns in the two trials (k − 1 to k; Materials and Methods Eq. 2). The monkey would then strengthen the differences between the scan patterns, and similar differences would likely occur again in the next trial (k to k + 1). In contrast, if the distance were increased, the changes in the scan patterns should be extinguished so that similar changes would not likely occur in the next trial. This pattern of changes represents exploitation. Therefore, a positive correlation should exist between the reduction in distance from trial k − 1 to trial k and the

Fig. 2. Loop sequences emerge and shift during prolonged task performance. Each plot shows the fraction of rewarded trials per session containing the most frequent saccade paths that form a closed loop (start and stop on the same target), regardless of start or stop position during Total Scan Time. (A) Monkey G, four-target task (G4). (B) Monkey Y, four-target task (Y4). (C) Monkey G, nine-target task (G9). (D) Monkey Y, nine-target task (Y9). Dashed line in first panel indicates slight variation from main pattern included in the fraction.
Fig. 3. Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) shows successive appearance of factors resembling loop sequences. Each panel displays the weight of each factor during Total Scan Time on all rewarded trials through task performance. Factors are diagrammed in colors to show similarity to the loop sequences in Fig. 2. Numbers on upper corner of the factors indicate their rank order by total magnitude (i.e., sum of the weight across sessions). (A) G4, rms error of factorization = 0.02673. (B) Y4, rms error = 0.02452. (C) G9, rms error = 0.0225. (D) Y9, rms error = 0.01728.

Fig. 4. Session-averaged behavioral measures. All rows show monkeys and conditions in the order depicted in A (G4, Y4, G9, and Y9). (A) Reward rate measured as number of rewards per total Reward Scan time in each session. (B) Mean saccade distance during Reward Scan per session with shading indicating approximate confidence limits (±1.96 × SEM). Gray vertical bars in A and B indicate sessions containing shaping periods when the task was made easier for the monkey (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S1). (C) Entropy of transition probabilities during Total Scan Time.

similarity in the changes of the scan patterns between trials \( k - 1 \) to \( k \) and \( k \) to \( k + 1 \) (Materials and Methods Eq. 3).

Taking the transition probabilities to represent a given trial’s scan pattern, we computed the correlation between the change in distance (cost) and the similarity of changes in scan patterns for each successive set of three contiguous trials \( (k - 1, k, k + 1) \). With this “reinforcement test,” we found that the cost vs. similarity correlations were small but highly significant for both monkeys in both conditions \( (P < 0.002, \text{shuffle test; Fig. 5 and Fig. S4}) \). These local changes in distance were also positively correlated with the number of trials that occurred before a particular loop sequence was repeated (SI Text and Fig. S5 A–D). These results from trial-by-trial analyses of the data strongly suggested that, contrary to the results based on session-averaged data, RL analysis could account for the changes in scanning behavior of the monkeys.

To demonstrate directly that RL could lead to the shifts of the monkeys’ repetitive scanning patterns, we simulated an agent that performed the scan task and changed the agent’s scan patterns according to a RL algorithm. The agent generated saccades according to transition probabilities that were determined by the action values of making the transitions (SI Methods). If an action value was large, the corresponding transition probability was also large. We implemented the REINFORCE algorithm developed by Williams (15) to perform RL (SI Methods). At each trial, the action values shifted randomly around the mean to produce explorations. The transition probabilities were used to generate a sequence of saccades. The baited target was randomly chosen and the reward was obtained as in the experiments. At the end of the trial, the mean action values were shifted toward the values at the beginning of the trial if the total scan distance was smaller than the previous trial, and otherwise, the values were shifted away. This protocol represented the exploitation stage.

The simulations closely resembled the performance of the monkeys on this task (Fig. 6). The reward rate, the distance the eyes traveled, and the entropy of the paths (Fig. 6 A–C) all paralleled those measured for the monkeys’ behavior (Fig. 4). Reward rate and distance showed large changes only in the earlier sessions run, whereas entropy continued to decrease through task performance. Remarkably, the final most-probable loops reached by the simulations (Fig. 6 D and E) were equivalent to the final loop sequences in the monkeys (Fig. 2). Different runs of the simulation had different convergence rates, but they nevertheless
Discussion

Strong associations between stimulus and response characterize many habitual behaviors. Through repeated trials and reinforcement learning, the associations are formed and strengthened. The S-R paradigm has been the focus of most experimental studies of habit learning, in which the tasks performed involved a limited number of stimuli and responses. But habits can consist of extensive sequences of behaviors, not just single responses, and the number of possible sequences can be enormous. The learning mechanisms underlying such habitual action sequences have rarely been studied experimentally. RL algorithms have been employed in computer simulations to learn sequential actions, such as in playing games (7, 9), and in a hippocampus-dependent water-maze learning in rats (16). Here we asked whether RL could account for learning such sequential habits and individualized rituals under conditions of extreme uncertainty.

Our task was designed to study the formation of such sequential habits. The stimulus was a simple grid of dots, but because the responses were self-generated saccade sequences, the number of possible sequences was virtually infinite. Given that the baited target was chosen at random in each trial, simply saccading to a particular target or a particular set of targets in sequence did not lead to the reward each time. Despite the uncertainty intrinsic to the task, the monkeys formed repetitive scan patterns without instructions, and the patterns evolved through months of performing the task. Eventually, the monkeys settled into highly stereotypical scanning patterns with low entropy, characteristic to habitual behaviors.

We did not test whether reward devaluation affected the patterns, but the pervasiveness of these repetitive scanning patterns, especially in the many sessions of the four-target task, clearly converged on the same paths (Fig. S6). In addition, the session-by-session structure of the shifts from one pattern to another was strikingly similar between monkeys (Fig. 3) and the simulations (Fig. 6F and G). The statistical dispersion of the weight of all but one Sim4 factor (no. 3) and one Sim9 factor (no. 9) was significantly lower than expected by chance (P < 0.0001, 10,000-session permutations test), much the same as found for the NMF factors in the monkeys. These results demonstrate that the relatively simple RL model we used captured the essence of the monkeys’ complex behavior in this task. The simulations further validated the reinforcement test used for the monkey data to detect evidence of RL (SI Text and Figs. S7–S9).
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**Fig. 5.** Trial-by-trial reinforcement test shows correlation between cost and change in pattern. Distances were simplified to be the geometric distance: one unit is the horizontal or vertical distance between adjacent targets. The change in total scan distance and the pattern dissimilarity (one minus pattern similarity; SI Method) for each trial was computed. Trials were then binned into 10 equal bins. The median of each of the 10 bins was plotted and used to compute the correlation (red line) between the change in distance and the pattern dissimilarity. The total number of trials (n), correlation coefficients (R), and correlation p values are listed below. Note that this p value is different from the P value reported to indicate significance resulting from the shuffle test in the text. (A) G: n = 6,109 trials; R = 0.613, p = 0.060; slope = 0.006. (B) Y: n = 25,113; R = 0.737, p = 0.015; slope = 0.002. (C) G: n = 5,912; R = 0.672, p = 0.033; slope = 0.001. (D) Y: n = 54,214; R = 0.951, p < 0.0001; slope = 0.005.
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**Fig. 6.** The REINFORCE algorithm simulation performs similarly to the monkeys. (A–E) For each row, columns represent conditions depicted in A: REINFORCE simulation of the four-target task (Sim4) and REINFORCE simulation of the nine-target task (Sim9). Reward rate measured as no. of rewards per total simulated trial time in each session (A); mean geometric distance per session (B); entropy of transition probabilities per session (C); final transition probabilities (D); and resulting most probable pattern (E). (F and G) NMF of simulations as in Fig. 3 for Sim4 (F, rms = 0.02314) and Sim9 (G, rms = 0.03655).
sustains that the patterns were habitual. The monkeys achieved optimal or nearly optimal scan patterns near the end of the experimental sessions. Despite there being many equivalent loop patterns for each level of optimality (rotations and reflections of Fig. S3), the monkeys chose to perform a single instance of each pattern. This does not again suggest that the monkeys have formed habitual sequences of eye movements without instruction.

It is remarkable that the monkeys solved this task at all, given their lack of instruction. This finding may mean that there is an innate drive toward optimality. Our experiments indicate that the monkeys could not have been using session-averaged reward amounts or cost to shape their behavior successfully—these mostly reached asymptote early in the experiments. But trial-by-trial analysis demonstrated that the changes in saccade patterns were correlated with the fluctuations of the total distances to capture the baited target and earn reward, itself the same for each trial. A simple RL algorithm simulating the task captured the richness of a naive monkey’s performance: the total cost (saccade distance) to obtain the reward in a single trial was, on average, minimized. Our findings thus suggest that even for sequences of actions made to receive a singular, identical reward in a highly uncertain context, nonhuman primates can use RL to acquire habitual optimal sequences of behavior.

There were large individual differences in the rates at which the monkeys learned the optimal patterns, both across monkeys and across task versions. Our RL simulations showed that the scan task has complex cost structure in the space of scan patterns. An unfortunate choice of actions during the learning could lead to long detours from the optimal patterns due to local minima. Consequently, the rates of convergence to the optimal patterns varied greatly from run to run in the simulations, even with exactly the same parameters (Fig. S6). The choices of the simulation parameters, especially the degrees of exploration and exploitation in each trial, also influenced the convergence rates, perhaps mirroring the effects of innate individual differences.

The reinforcement test we devised demonstrated that cost reduction is positively correlated with the similarity of the pattern changes on a trial-by-trial basis, as expected from the exploration-exploitation tradeoff inherent to RL learning. The correlation tended to be weak for at least three main reasons: (i) the shift in the patterns was the consequence of both learning and random exploration in each trial; (ii) the estimates of the transition probabilities between the shifts of the scan patterns in consecutive trials, could be inaccurate due to the limited number of saccades; and (iii) the distance to capture the baited target fluctuated over a wide range due to its random assignment in each trial. Consequently, a large number of trials was required to show that the correlations were significant (see SI Text for further discussion). It is also possible that the simplifying assumptions made in the corresponding simulations, such as the creation of saccade sequences using the limited trial-by-trial transition probabilities, were not entirely adequate to mimic the monkey behaviors in great detail (SI Text and Fig. S5).

Nevertheless, this analysis and relatively simple algorithm captured much of the richness of the monkeys’ behaviors. Habits, mannerisms, routines, and repetitive behaviors of any sort can share the feature of semiautomaticity. We found that monkeys can acquire such habitual behaviors without training and without a simple or explicit S-R environment, and that the habitual behaviors acquired were nearly optimal in minimizing cost. Repetitive behaviors are not always advantageous, however. They can be dangerous when they allow predators to predict behavior. Further, repetitive behaviors frequently occur in disorders ranging from the stereotypes expressed in some neuropsychiatric conditions to the repetitive behaviors triggered as responses to anxiety-provoking situations (17, 18). Our findings suggesting that there may be a spontaneous drive to repetitiveness should thus have implications for a broad range of both normal and abnormal behaviors.

Materials and Methods

Monkeys’ eye position was monitored using infrared eye tracking (500 Hz; SR Research Ltd.) and recorded using a Cheetah Data Acquisition system (2 kHz; Neurlinx, Inc.). Initial calibration of the eye movement signal required the use of a handheld treat; subsequent sessions used the four-target grid. There were three parameters used to shape the monkeys’ behavior during task acquisition: (i) rewarding any target captured after the Delay Scan; (ii) adjusting the size of the window around each target that would trigger capture; and (iii) the duration of the Delay Scan (SI Methods and Fig. S1 B–D).

Sessions with poor monkey performance were not included in analyses (~4% overall). All eye movement analysis was done in Matlab. NMF was completed using a number of components that corresponded to a drop in residuals and the algorithm that produced the smallest error. The entropy of the transition probabilities for each session (q) was defined as:

$$E = -\sum_{i,j} q_{ij} \log q_{ij}. \tag{1}$$

where q_{ij} is the probability of observing target i, and q_{ij} is the probability of observing target j followed by target i.

The difference in the transition probabilities from trial k – 1 to trial k was

$$\Delta(k, k - 1) = P(k) - P(k - 1). \tag{2}$$

where P(k) is a vector whose components are the transition probabilities between all pairs of targets. The similarity S_k between the changes $\Delta(k + 1, k)$ and $\Delta(k, k - 1)$ was computed as the cosine distance measure

$$S_k = \frac{\Delta(k, k - 1) \cdot \Delta(k + 1, k)}{|\Delta(k, k - 1)| \cdot |\Delta(k + 1, k)|}. \tag{3}$$

Details of analyses and the REINFORCE algorithm are given in SI Methods.
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